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ABSTRACT: Over the years, many computational strategies have
been employed to elucidate reaction networks. One of these
methods is accelerated molecular dynamics, which can circumvent
the expense required in dynamics to find all reactants and products
(local minima) and transition states (first-order saddle points) on a
potential energy surface (PES) by using fictitious forces that
promote reaction events. The ab initio nanoreactor uses these
accelerating forces to study large chemical reaction networks from
first-principles quantum mechanics. In the initial nanoreactor
studies, this acceleration was done through a piston periodic
compression potential, which pushes molecules together to induce
entropically unfavorable bimolecular reactions. However, the piston
is not effective for discovering intramolecular and dissociative
reactions, such as those integral to the decomposition channels of phenyl radical oxidation. In fact, the choice of accelerating forces
dictates not only the rate of reaction discovery but also the types of reactions discovered; thus, it is critical to understand the biases
and efficacies of these forces. In this study, we examine forces using metadynamics, attractive potentials, and local thermostats for
accelerating reaction discovery. For each force, we construct a separate phenyl radical combustion reaction network using solely that
force in discovery trajectories. We elucidate the enthalpic and entropic trends of each accelerating force and highlight their efficiency
in reaction discovery. Comparing the nanoreactor-constructed reaction networks with literature renditions of the phenyl radical
combustion PES shows that a combination of accelerating forces is best suited for reaction discovery.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study of a complex chemical reaction system requires an
understanding of its potential energy surface (PES), which
governs the stability of all reactants, products, and transition
states for elementary reactions. From this PES, reaction rates
for chemical pathways can be obtained to understand which
reaction pathways are important and how the system evolves
over time under various initial conditions. However, complete
exploration of a PES, even for smaller systems, is challenging
due to its high dimensionality and complexity. The number of
possible intermediates and elementary reactions grows
combinatorially with system size, making accurate assessments
of the relevant reaction rates for an entire chemical system
difficult to attain.

To address this challenge, various approaches have been
employed over the years to explore potential energy landscapes
and unravel reaction networks. One approach is to generate
reaction mechanisms through various heuristics and often
reaction family templates.1−6 Other methods involve exploiting
Monte Carlo-like techniques,7,8 deep neural networks,9 PES
curvature information,10−12 and path-optimization meth-
ods.13,14 Another technique uses molecular dynamics (MD)

to explore the PES by sampling configuration space according
to a chosen thermodynamic ensemble. Using MD for reaction
discovery offers several advantages: independence from bias
and heuristics generalizes its applicability, allowing the
observation of complex reaction mechanisms while preferen-
tially avoiding reactions with infeasibly high energy barriers.
However, MD is more computationally expensive than other
approaches, especially at the ab initio level, and may be unable
to find important rare events swiftly. One workaround is
accelerated molecular dynamics, which introduces a bias
potential (force) that promotes enhanced sampling of the
PES during an MD trajectory, hastening reaction discovery.
There have been various implementations of accelerated MD
techniques over the years, such as metadynamics,15,16 hyper-
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dynamics,17,18 boxed MD,19,20 and high-energy chemical
dynamics simulations.21 The recently developed ab initio
nanoreactor22 uses accelerating forces that hasten reaction
discovery in MD in order to study large chemical reaction
networks from first-principles and construct microkinetic
models.23,24 In the nanoreactor, the discovery phase is
performed on a proxy PES (one with a cheaper level of
theory) in order to expedite discovery of all reactions needed
for a microkinetic model. Transition states and energy barriers
are found in the refinement phase, where the reactions
discovered on the proxy surface are refined at a higher level of
theory and used in the ensuing microkinetic analyses. Because
the nanoreactor separates its reaction discovery and path
refinement stages, it can drive chemical systems far from
equilibrium during MD to accelerate reaction discovery while
still obtaining accurate energetic barriers and reaction rates in
the later refinement phases. Thus, the process of calculating
thermodynamic quantities, such as free energy, does not
depend on the choice of accelerating forces.

Nevertheless, the inherent bias introduced by the choice of
reaction-accelerating forces can greatly affect which reactions
are discovered. Therefore, it is critical to not only understand
these biases but also maximize the range of biases that can be
employed. In the first use of the nanoreactor framework,
reaction acceleration was performed using a piston compres-
sion potential.22 This same piston force was later used to
construct kinetic models for nitromethane decomposition23

and methane pyrolysis.24 In these instances, a virtual periodic
piston force pushed molecules toward the center of the
nanoreactor in order to induce collisions. This inherently
promotes reaction discovery of associative reactions (A + B →
C) that are often entropically unfavorable while (at least
somewhat) suppressing the discovery of dissociative reactions
(A → B + C). Other techniques, such as the root-mean-
squared-deviation (RMSD)-based metadynamics16 recently
used by our nonadiabatic nanoreactor to study nonadiabatic
decay mechanisms of benzene,25 are geared toward conforma-
tional and intramolecular rearrangements. It is also essential to
gauge the relative efficiencies of these discovery methods as
well as their biases. Although both the Urey−Miller and
nitromethane nanoreactor studies succeeded in discovering
many species and reactions using the piston, this approach
consumed a large amount of computational time. Indeed, the
nitromethane studies required 5 ns of MD simulations using
ReaxFF.26 A quantitative understanding of the reaction
discovery rates of various forces and their different biases
will inform us how to better explore PESs.

To compare discovery methods and improve the nano-
reactor’s ability to find intramolecular and dissociative
reactions, we chose phenyl radical oxidation as our model
system. Peroxy radicals are ubiquitous in combustion and have
thus been of much interest.27−29 The pathways to condensed-
phase soot formation involve gas-phase reactions between
aromatic free radicals (e.g., phenyl C6H5, naphthalenyl C10H7)
and unsaturated hydrocarbons (e.g., acetylene C2H2) that are
often in competition with oxidation reactions. As the smallest
aromatic free radical, the phenyl radical (C6H5) plays an
integral role in the formation of soot, and thus, its reaction
pathways should be fully elucidated. There have been several
previous studies on phenyl radical combustion that detail its
oxidation channels. A computational study performed by
Mebel et al. described pathways and mechanisms involving
nearly 40 molecules on the potential energy surface of C6H5 +

O2.
30 The initial addition forms a phenylperoxy radical

intermediate that goes through various decomposition path-
ways to form smaller products such as cyclopentadienyl radical,
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and pyranyl radical. Kaiser
et al. experimentally revealed these decomposition channels,
which also proceed through the initial phenylperoxy
intermediate to arrive at primary products such as acetylene,
ketene, acrolein, and others.31

In this article, we introduce new tools for accelerating
reaction discovery and showcase their efficacy in exploring the
potential energy surface of phenyl radical combustion. We
compare these tools and the previous piston in a systematic
manner to examine their reaction discovery rates along with
enthalpic and entropic trends. Furthermore, we compare the
resulting reaction networks to the existing literature network of
Mebel et al.30

2. METHODS
Creation of the phenyl radical oxidation reaction map requires
iterative processes, and each process progresses through three
stages: discovery, refinement, and network creation, as shown
schematically in Figure 1. In the discovery phase, ab initio

molecular dynamics (AIMD) with reaction-accelerating forces
is performed on initial species to discover reactions and other
molecules. In the refinement stage, the endpoints of reactions
are minimized, followed by interpolation between the
endpoints to generate a guess path for refinement, which
aims to obtain a minimum energy path and transition state.
These reactions and their calculated reaction barriers are
combined to form a reaction network. In order to fully explore
the PES, the next iterative process begins with the discovery
phase starting in different regions of the PES. Thus, our
progressing reaction network informs the subsequent iterations
of the discovery phase. In the next three subsections, we will
describe the three stages in detail.

2.1. Discovery. All discovery runs begin with the molecules
packed in a sphere of radius 5 Bohr using the Packmol
program.32 These molecules are initialized from user-provided
SMILES strings and converted into three-dimensional (3D)
structures through RDKit.33 For all discovery simulations
(except those with the piston, which requires longer time-

Figure 1. Stages for creating a reaction network. In the discovery
phase, reactions are sampled by accelerated ab initio molecular
dynamics. These reaction paths are then optimized toward their
minimum energy paths in the refinement stage. Subsequently, a
reaction network of the refined reactions is produced and used to
inform the next discovery phase.
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scales), AIMD proceeds for 2 ps using velocity Verlet
integration with a time step of 1 fs. The initial velocities of
all atoms were selected from a 1000 K Boltzmann distribution.
In order to quench the energy created by the accelerating
forces, a Langevin thermostat was employed at 1000 K with a
friction coefficient of 41 ps−1.34 All discovery runs were
performed using the B3LYP35 functional with a 3-21G basis
set.36 TeraChem37−39 was used for all electronic structure
calculations. All calculations were performed using unrestricted
self-consistent field (SCF) methods. Level-shifting40 was used
to improve convergence for open-shell states. Reactions were
detected in the AIMD trajectories through the changes in the
connectivity graph over time using hidden Markov models.22,41

A pair of atoms is defined as connected if their bond order is
greater than 0.1 and the atoms are within 1.2 covalent radii of
each other. Reaction events are demarcated as 100 fs windows
of time centered around the time frame in which the bonding
topology changes. Events with identical atomic indices that
occur over overlapping time windows are treated as a single
reaction event. Each different bonding topology is then given a
state label, to which a hidden Markov model is fit by maximum
likelihood. The Viterbi algorithm42 is then applied to the
Markov chain to compute the most probable sequence of
states, filtering out transient changes in the bonding top-
ology.41

Five accelerating techniques were employed during the
AIMD discovery phase, including (1) a piston compression
potential, (2) RMSD-based metadynamics (MTD), (3) single-
molecule heating (SMH), (4) gravity, and (5) a combined
single-molecule heating with gravitational force (SMH-g). A
spherical boundary potential was used for all discovery
trajectories and is detailed in Section S6 in the SI. The five
accelerating forces used in discovery trajectories are described
below.
2.1.1. Piston. A time-dependent piston compression

potential V(r,t), which was used in the original nanoreactor
study,22 is applied on all atoms throughout the discovery
simulation.

V r t f t U r r k f t U r r k( , ) ( ) ( , , ) (1 ( )) ( , , )1 1 2 2= + (1)

The compression potential applied on an atom is dependent
on the atom’s distance from the origin, r, and oscillates over
time t, dictated by the functions U(r, r2, k2) and f(t),
respectively

U r r k
mk

r r r r( , , )
2
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Here, θ is the Heaviside step function and ⌊ ⌋ represents the
floor function. Parameters similar to those used previously
were employed, with the radii being reduced fivefold to adjust
for the smaller system (k1 =1.0 kcal mol−1 Å−2 amu−1, r1 = 2.8
Å, k2 = 0.5 kcal mol−1 Å−2 amu−1, r2 = 1.6 Å, τ = 1.5 ps, T = 2.0
ps). The mass dependence of the potential function ensures
that all atoms experience identical acceleration at the same
distance from the origin.
2.1.2. RMSD-Based Metadynamics (MTD). An RMSD

biasing potential EBias was applied during AIMD to accelerate
the exploration of reaction space. This biasing potential,
introduced by Grimme and co-workers,16 is given by the sum

of Gaussian functions dictated by a root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) metric as shown in eqs 4 and 5.

E k exp( )
i

N

iBias
1

2=
= (4)

Here, the biasing potential is a sum of N Gaussians where N is
the maximum number of reference structures. Each Gaussian
has the same strength parameter k and Gaussian width α. The
collective variable Δi is defined as

N
r R1

( )i
j

N

j j
i

atoms 1

2
atoms

=
= (5)

where rj is a component of the Cartesian space position vector
of the actual molecule and Rj

i is the corresponding component
in the ith reference structure with the same atom numbering as
the actual molecule. The quaternion algorithm as described by
Coutsias et al.43 was employed for proper alignment of
structures in order to minimize the RMSD between the two
sets of vectors. A new reference structure was recorded every
50 fs. The maximum number of reference structures N used for
calculation of the bias energy was set to 40. The strength
parameter k was the same for each Gaussian and was set at
0.008 hartree/atom. Each Gaussian width α was set to 2.7726
Bohr−2 to give a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 1
Bohr.
2.1.3. Single-Molecule Heating (SMH). This force raises the

internal temperature of a randomly chosen molecule by scaling
up its momenta for a duration of time τ = 50 fs and then
scaling the momenta back down for a cooling period. The
procedure then repeats with another randomly chosen
molecule. In the discovery AIMD runs, the momenta were
multiplied by a factor of 4.5 at a time t and then divided by a
factor of 4.5 at time t + τ, beginning a cooling period of 350 fs,
after which the momentum upscaling occurs again.
2.1.4. Gravity. A time-independent pairwise attractive

“gravitational” force, Fg, is applied to all atoms.

F G
M M

x
S x( )

i

N

j

N
i j

ij
ijg

1 1
2

j i

=
= =
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1
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ij c x

w
ij

=
+ (7)

Here, G is a strength constant, for which 0.001 atomic units
was used in our system (42 orders of magnitude larger than the
true gravitational constant). The attractive force is also
dependent on the atomic mass of a given atom i, Mi, and
the pairwise distance between two atoms xij. The sigmoid
function S(xij) rescales the forces so that the atoms do not get
too close to each other. The center c and width w for this
sigmoid function are 5 and 4 au, respectively.
2.1.5. Single-Molecule Heating with Gravity (SMH-g).

Single-molecule heating and gravity forces were also used
simultaneously. The same parameters as those in Sections 2.1.3
and 2.1.4 were used.

2.2. Refinement. The discovered reaction paths are then
refined at the same level of theory (B3LYP/3-21G) using a
reaction path and transition state optimization tool called
pyGSM, a Python implementation of the growing string
method (GSM).44−46 Usually, the refinement phase occurs at a
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higher level of theory than the discovery phase. However, since
our aim here is to study the efficiency of the accelerating forces
used in discovery, we use the same level of theory for discovery
and refinement. First, the endpoints of reaction paths are
optimized to find the nearest local minimum. The bonding
information from these refined reactant and product geo-
metries is used to determine the SMILES strings for the
endpoints. Geodesic interpolation47 is used to provide an
approximate minimum energy path (MEP) used as an initial
guess that is then further refined by pyGSM. Reactions
consisting of more than one elementary step are split into
separate reactions that are then further refined. This path-
splitting procedure is detailed in Section S7 of the SI.

Spin values used for calculating the multiplicity of individual
molecules were obtained by summing the Mulliken spin
densities48 of a given molecule fragment and rounding the total
to the nearest half-integer. Because of the use of unrestricted
DFT methods, the spin-contamination of all relaxed species
was assessed. This was quantified by finding the difference
between the contaminated spin value (s) calculated by the
unrestricted DFT method and the exact value s assuming a
pure spin state for each molecule. A histogram of this spin-
contamination difference is shown in Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information (SI).

2.3. Reaction Network Generation. Each of the forces
described in Section 2.1 was individually used to progress
through the phenyl oxidation reaction network. The initialized
molecules for each discovery trajectory were chosen with a
breadth-first reaction network bootstrapping method (Figure
2) through the reaction graph. The first initial reactants

(labeled as Generation 0, or G0, in Figure 2) were one phenyl
radical molecule (C6H5) and one oxygen molecule (O2). A 2
ps discovery simulation was carried out ten times with these
initial molecules for forces described in Sections 2.1.2−2.1.5
(the piston required longer timescales for reaction discovery;
thus, we used a single 20 ps trajectory for this force). Following
reaction detection and path refinement, each of the direct
products of phenyl radical and oxygen molecule (G1 in Figure
2) were separately used as an initial species for a set of ten
discovery runs. After these reactions were refined, the process
was repeated one last time, with the direct products in G2 each
serving as an initial molecule(s) for ten discovery runs. Initial

starting molecules were used only if they could be discovered
from phenyl and O2 without having to overcome a reaction
barrier greater than 100 kcal/mol. Due to the bootstrapping
method, the reaction networks varied in their sets of initial
species and number of initial species. These initial species are
detailed in Section S2 of the SI.

Although multiple starting molecules can be used as initial
species in the same trajectory, our study constrained the initial
species choice to a single molecule (outside of the initial
phenyl radical and O2) in order to examine decomposition
channels. Additionally, since it was intended for discovering
intramolecular and decomposition reactions, SMH struggled
with discovering the initial formation of the phenylperoxy
radical; therefore, we used phenylperoxy radical as its starting
initial species, skipping the initial round of discovery using
phenyl radical and O2. Nevertheless, it was able to discover the
initial formation reaction in the backward direction.

After refinement, a reaction network for phenyl radical
oxidation was generated with all of the discovered species and
their refined reactions represented as nodes and edges,
respectively. Separate reaction networks were formed for
each of the five reaction-accelerating forces and are included in
Section S5 of the SI.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of 188 unique species and 233 unique reactions were
discovered among all five reaction networks generated. We
defined a “unique” species/reaction by counting a species/
reaction discovered multiple times as one species/reaction
(whereas “total” species/reactions incorporate the double-
counting of multiple discoveries). A Venn diagram detailing
how many unique reactions were discovered by each reaction
force (excluding the piston, which only discovered one
reaction, the initial phenyl radical oxidation addition) or sets
of reaction forces is shown in Figure 3. It is clear that SMH-g
discovered the most reactions and gravity the least. A more
intriguing observation is the lack of overlap in reactions
discovered between the four forces. Only 27 of the 233
reactions were discovered by multiple forces, and only three
reactions were seen in all four reaction networks. The limiting
overlap between forces was the intersection of SMH andFigure 2. Hypothetical reaction network, where Gi stands for the ith

generation of the discovery phase and numbers represent an
individual species. The network starts from Node 0 as the first initial
species. Ten discovery simulations are run on Node 0 to produce
Nodes 1, 2, and 3. Then, each product in G1 (1, 2, 3) is used as a sole
initial species for a set of ten discovery simulations to produce 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8 in G2, and so on. In this example, a total of 90 discovery
simulations would be run (ten discovery simulations for nine different
initial species).

Figure 3. Venn diagram displaying overlaps of discovered unique
reactions in the four accelerating force reaction networks. Only three
reactions were found in all networks.
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gravity, which only had the three aforementioned reactions in
common. As SMH is a force intended to drive dissociation
through local heating and gravity is a force designed for pulling
atoms together, it may not be surprising that the resulting
reaction networks have minimal overlap.

Since some forces had more discovery time than others
because of the varying number of initial species resulting from
the bootstrapping method (Figure 2), the rates of reaction
discovery displayed in Figure 4 serve as a better representation
of discovery efficiency. SMH-g was the most efficient in
discovering reactions, more than doubling the unique reaction

discovery rates of its closest competitors. Excluding the piston,
which struggles to find the intramolecular and dissociative
reactions integral to a unimolecular system, gravity had the
lowest rate of discovery of unique reactions; however, as
displayed in Figure 5, the gravity force was the best at
discovering reactions solely within a lower-energy barrier
threshold. All forces seem to follow a general decay in reaction
occurrences as energy barriers increase after the ∼40−60 kcal/
mol range. Most of the reactions found by gravity and MTD
(RMSD metadynamics) have energy barriers of less than 60
kcal/mol (and for gravity, all of the discovered reactions have

Figure 4. Efficiency of accelerating forces represented by the reaction discovery rate. The discovery rate is calculated using the number of total
reactions and unique reactions in each force’s reaction network. As the discovery time varies for each force due to the bootstrapping procedure, the
number of reactions is divided by the total number of picoseconds of discovery trajectories used by each force. Total reactions account for the same
unique reactions being discovered multiple times.

Figure 5. Histograms of reaction activation energy barriers of unique reactions for each force’s reaction network, including (a) MTD (upper left),
(b) gravity (upper right), (c) SMH (lower left), and (d) SMH-g (lower right). Reactions shown are discovered in the forward direction (reactants
→ transition state → products) during a discovery trajectory. The histogram bin size was determined using the Freedman−Diaconis rule.51
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energy barriers of less than 46 kcal/mol). This suggests that
while gravity does accelerate chemical reactivity, it may not be
able to find rare events without increasing (even further) the
gravitational strength parameter. This conclusion could change
with longer discovery trajectories, especially for RMSD
metadynamics. The longer an AIMD trajectory with
metadynamics proceeds, the more Gaussians fill up the free
energy well, increasing the frequency of observing high-energy
barrier reactions, which would shift the distribution seen in
Figure 5a. SMH and SMH-g, on the other hand, found a
greater proportion of higher energy barrier reactions. Over a
quarter of unique discovered reactions in the SMH network
had reaction barriers exceeding 80 kcal/mol, which under-
scores both its ability to find rare events but also its potential
inefficiency by finding many reactions that may be highly
improbable. SMH-g found a higher proportion of lower-energy
barrier reactions than SMH, again highlighting gravity’s
tendency to discover reactions with lower enthalpic barriers
even when in combination with another force.

The disparity between total and unique reaction discovery
rates should also be noted. We can observe in Figure 4 that
while MTD and SMH discovered similar numbers of unique
reactions, MTD discovered many more total reactions,
implying that MTD discovered the same reactions more
often than SMH did. We see that MTD and gravity both have
higher duplication factors in Figure 6, indicating that they
found the same reactions multiple times. The wide error bars
for the MTD and gravity duplication factors reflect that most
of the lower-energy barrier reactions were found only once, but

a few were found many times. This may seem counterintuitive
for MTD, where one would expect the Gaussian biasing
potentials to steer discovery away from finding the same
reaction repeatedly; however, these biasing potentials are not
currently preserved between discovery trajectories, allowing
MTD to find the same reaction in many separate trajectories.
SMH and SMH-g produce duplication rates lower than that of
MTD and gravity. Although SMH finds less than half of the
total reactions that MTD found, it counteracts this through a
lack of redundancy in discovery, helping it explore the PES
more effectively.

On the given simulation timescales, the piston is unable to
discover reactions past the formation of the unimolecular
phenylperoxy radical because it does not easily induce
intramolecular and dissociative reactions. In order to under-
stand the capabilities of the other forces to find these
intramolecular and dissociative reactions, entropies were
computed for each reactant and product species using the
rigid rotor/harmonic approximation (more detailed proce-
dures can be found in Section S3).49 These trends are
compared in Figure 7, where the changes in reaction entropy
for all discovered reactions in each force’s reaction network is
depicted. We find that approximately 50% of unique reactions
in SMH were entropically favorable reactions (ΔΔS > 5 kcal/
mol), a consequence of local heating inducing fragmentations.
On the other hand, SMH was unable to discover important
entropically unfavorable reactions such as the initial oxidative
addition to the phenyl radical in the forward direction. It can
be hypothesized that before enough time passes for the

Figure 6. Average duplication factor histogram of unique reactions for the network generated by accelerating forces, including (a) MTD (upper
left), (b) gravity (upper right), (c) SMH (lower left), and (d) SMH-g (lower right). The average duplication factor is calculated as the average
number of times each unique reaction in a given bin was discovered per 100 ps of discovery time. Error bars represent one standard deviation away
from the mean. The error bar for the leftmost bin in the MTD histogram goes below zero, showing the high variance in the duplication factor for
that bin. Similar to Figure 5, the bin size was determined using the Freedman−Diaconis rule.
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entropic barrier of the addition reaction to be overcome, local
heating occurs and induces a different reaction. This
underscores a limitation in SMH in systems with multiple
molecules: the frequency of local heating may preclude
discovery of some associative reaction pathways. However,
combining gravity with SMH allows the discovery of this initial
oxidative addition as gravity allows the initial addition reaction
to be discovered before local heating occurs. We also observe
that under 20% of unique reactions in SMH-g were
entropically favorable, significantly less than the 50% for
SMH on its own. The addition of gravity, an attractive force
keeping the molecule together, prevents the molecule from
completely fragmenting and instead promotes isomerization.

Taking a superset of our reaction networks, we see in Figure
8 that we discovered all but eight species from the Mebel
literature network.30 Only three reactions were found by all
four nanoreactor accelerating forces: 0 → 1, 1 → 5, and 5 →
19. While all three species in the latter two reactions are found
in the literature, the two elementary reactions themselves are
not. Observing the graph, one can see that SMH-g was able to
discover the majority of the displayed reactions, with multiple
pathways being discovered solely by SMH-g. Its ability to
uncover much of the existing literature on potential energy
surface suggests that SMH-g can find a plethora of reactions
including many of the most probable ones. However, SMH-g is
not all-encompassing. There are tens of unique reactions
discovered by other forces that SMH-g did not find, including
reaction 5 → 154 and the decomposition pathway 6 → 146
shown in Figure 8. Perhaps SMH-g would find these reactions
given more discovery time, but reaction 5 → 154 was

discovered ten times in the gravity reaction network, and 6 →
134 was discovered three times in the MTD reaction network.
This indicates that other forces may be able to discover certain
important reactions at a frequency higher than SMH-g. Thus,
for complete exploration of a potential energy surface, the use
of all forces is recommended.

A resulting question from this statement is whether to use all
of the forces in a trajectory simultaneously, in separate
trajectories, or perhaps a combination of both options. Using
Figure 3, we can compare the SMH-g reaction network to the
union of the SMH and gravity reaction networks. We find that
the intersection of SMH-g with the union of SMH and gravity
consists of only 17 reactions and that there are nearly 40
reactions in the union of the SMH and gravity networks that
are not observed in SMH-g and more than 150 reactions vice
versa. Thus, we see that there is value in the simultaneous
application of SMH and gravity, as well as in their independent
application, and that both options should be used for reaction
discovery.

In order to make quantitative statements about the
importance of the discovered reactions in a reaction network,
one needs to perform microkinetic analyses (at a higher level
of theory than the proxy discovery PES) along with further
continuation of the bootstrapping method (as detailed in
Figure 2), a task that we leave for future work. Nevertheless,
Figure 8 demonstrates that even in limited discovery time,
decomposition channels seen in the literature such as those for
cyclopentadienyl and pyranyl radicals can be discovered.
Absent from Figure 8 and the 2005 Mebel reaction network30

is the decomposition pathway to cyclopentadienone and HCO,

Figure 7. Reaction entropy change for each unique reaction in the network generated by accelerating forces, including (a) MTD (upper left), (b)
gravity (upper right), (c) SMH (lower left), and (d) SMH-g (lower right). The procedure for obtaining entropies is detailed in Section S3 of the
SI. Reactions shown are discovered in the forward direction (reactants → products) during a discovery trajectory. The histogram bin size was
determined using the Freedman−Diaconis rule.49
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which was later found to be the predominant channel at lower
temperatures both experimentally31 and theoretically.50 While
cyclopentadienone is not observed in our reaction networks, its
direct precursor C5H4OHCO (molecule 20, see Section S1) is
discovered in the SMH-g network. Further continuation of the
bootstrapping method would help to elucidate this decom-
position channel as well as many others.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we examined the reaction discovery rates and
trends of various reaction-accelerating forces in the ab initio
nanoreactor. All forces studied proved to be superior to the
previous nanoreactor piston force for finding decomposition
pathways in the phenyl radical combustion system. Among all
of the forces, single-molecule heating in combination with
gravity (SMH-g) has the highest reaction discovery efficiency
and can discover both rare events and lower-energy barrier
reactions. RMSD-based metadynamics and gravity are not as
efficient at discovering reactions but do tend to find reactions
with lower energy barriers (and thus likely more important to
the reaction network). Single-molecule heating on its own
primarily finds entropically favorable reactions; however, in
combination with gravity, the proportion of entropically
favorable discoveries is considerably reduced. Furthermore,

some forces such as metadynamics find a large number of total
reactions compared to unique reactions, suggesting a
propensity for finding the same reactions repeatedly, while
forces such as single-molecule heating rarely find the same
reaction more than once.

When compared to a literature reaction network, we see that
the majority of reactions and species in the literature were
found by the nanoreactor. The discovery of these literature
reactions was not dominated by one particular force,
highlighting the importance of using all forces at one’s
disposal. This is further illustrated by the lack of overlap in
the Venn diagram of sets of reactions obtained by each
accelerating force. In future work, we aim to address several
points related to comparison with the literature reaction
network. There were eight species in the literature network
that were not seen in any of our reaction networks. This raises
the question of whether one simply needs more or longer
discovery trajectories or whether, instead, one needs to include
a different accelerating force. Since our forces are so far unable
to find these reactions, this highlights a need to develop
different accelerating techniques that can. Another future
direction we aim to take is the microkinetic modeling of our
nanoreactor reaction networks, as well as the literature reaction
network. A comparison between the nanoreactor kinetic

Figure 8. Superset of the reactions and species found by the nanoreactor and the literature reactions and species shown in Mebel et al.30 Red,
yellow, green, and blue arrows signify that the reaction was found by MTD, gravity, SMH, and SMH-g, respectively. The green box signifies the
starting phenyl radical oxidation reaction. Only reactions between species found in the literature reaction network are shown.
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models and the literature kinetic model will help establish
whether we have discovered all important reactions in the
reaction network.
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